Weathered Finish Waiver
The “Weathered” line of finishes, provided by Davis Mill and Cabinet, LLC (DMC) is a collection of finishes that
make new, clean wood have the appearance of weathered wood. These finishes, just as naturally weathered wood,
will have a large degree of variation from piece to piece. The texture of the wood grain will largely determine the
final outcome of the Weathered finish chosen.
1. Weathered finishes are available on White Oak, Wire Brushed White Oak, Wire Brushed Rift White Oak and
Wire Brushed Vertical Grain (VG) Fir.
2. Solid wood and veneers can both be wire brushed, however veneer is particularly challenging to wire brush
without brushing through the thin veneer layer. Tear-out will be minimized as much as possible, but some
may still exist in a finished product and is not reason for replacement. The final result may also vary from
solid wood to veneer. There can be variation in the wire brushing from piece to piece, depending on the
grain of the wood. DMC can control, to a certain extent, the depth of the wire brushing, however, the final
result is mainly determined by the grain and the texture of the individual piece. Softer, finer grain tends to
brush deeper whereas harder, grain is not as affected by the wire brushing technique as much. This
tendency is what makes wire brushed woods achieve look and feel of naturally aged and weathered wood.
3. Wire brushing is only available on veneer slab doors and drawer fronts, “shaker” type doors and drawer
fronts.
4. Because of the large range of variation among Weathered finishes and the selected door style, door
samples are always required on orders using Weathered finishes. Door samples may or may not exhibit all
the types of variation that may occur in these finishes.

We call your attention to these facts because the effect of these natural wood characteristics in an entire kitchen
may be different from what you visualize in viewing a small display or small finish sample.
I have read the above explanation and find it acceptable. I agree not to hold Davis Mill and Cabinet LLC or the
designer/dealer responsible for any claims or problems resulting from these characteristics.
____________________________________
Customer’s Signature

_____________________________________
Designer/Dealer’s Signature

____________________________________
Customer’s Name (please print)

_____________________________________
Designer/Dealer’s Name (please print)

________________________
Date

_________________________
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